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1. On 27 Sept A.M. INFORMED US THAT HE FELT CERTAIN TO BE ELECTED GENERAL COORDINATOR AND PERHAPS EVEN PRESIDENT. WANTED TO CHECK THIS POSSIBILITY OUT ONCE MORE BEFORE NOON HTG. WE TOLD HIM IT BEST TO REMAIN WITHOUT HEAD AT THIS TIME TO ENABLE OTHER INDIV AND OR GROUPS JOIN WITHOUT LOSS OF FACE. IT MAY BE WISER NOT TO FREEE SITUATION NOW. ON OTHER HAND APPOINTMENT TO GENERAL COORDINATOR MUCH WELCOME IF APPOINTMENT WOULD MEANT SUFFICIENT AUTHORITY TO ACT EFFECTIVELY.

2. MINUS AMEER MET WITH US AFTERNOON 27 SEPT AND REPORTED MAN APPOINTED GENERAL COORDINATOR WITH WIDE AUTHORITY TO HIRE FIRE PEOPLE BELOW DEPARTMENT HEAD LEVEL, APPROVE ORIGINATE ACTIONS.

C. REMAINING MEMBERS TO HAVE SPECIFIC SUPERVISION

PLANNING FUNCTIONS RESPONSE ACTIVITIES. (1) FINANCE —